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This paper work is part of a study regarding the management and the 
administration of the economical and financial activity of the Didactical 
Experimental Station Manastur Cluj-Napoca and includes the informatics 
system from economical diagnosis SDE activity. The management 
instruments are very important in the decisional process because they 
offer the managers a complex set of information they can use in this 
activity The informatics system for the economical diagnosis- SIDE 
facilitates the financial and economical analysis of an agricultural 
exploitation. The program allows the introduction and generates data for 
both the vegetal and animal production. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

A modern and efficient tool in the management of agricultural 
exploitation need realize the connections between management, 
computational system and information system. 
  The agricultural exploitations need an instrument that would facilitate 
the clear identification of specific physic and value indicators of the 
agricultural production, on witch an efficient diagnosis of the whole activity 
could be provided.  

         
Functionally speaking, the S.I.D.E. product has the following main 
applications: 
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- generating technology/ technologic specification 
- generating expenses and revenues budget 

 
- generating economic and technological indicators for each type of 

crop/ category of animals recognized by the entering data base: 
specific indicators, results indicators, profitability indicators, 
profitability rates, margins, financial risk indicators. 

- Maintenance of the sub systems( lists and tables) that are being used 
to obtain results generated by the  system 

- Creating/updating function: the system has a special function that 
creates and updates its constants, which facilitates the following:  

• Updating/ modifying information in the systems lists and tables 
• Entering new data (mechanized works, manual works, materials, 

types of crops, animal categories) 
• Deleting certain data 
• Searching/verifying certain data 
• Printing certain data from the system 
- Searching, localizing, calculating functions and extracting 

information from the data base and preparing for printing; these 
functions represent the most important component of the system 
which incorporates procedural calculating algorithms. The user has 
the possibility of entering certain parameters in the system(selecting 
crops, animals, prices for the main or secondary production, the 
values of the expenses, amortization and subventions, etc)  

 
MATERIAL  AND METHOD 

 
 The informatic system S.I.D.E use from The Didactical 
Experimental Station Manastur Cluj-Napoca (SDE) economical diagnosis 
activity., facilitates the financial and economical analysis of an agricultural 
exploitation by the identification of fixed expenses, variable expenses, 
production costs, profit rate per product, product budgets etc; on the other 
hand it determines at any moment of time, the technical and economical 
indicators of the agricultural exploitation, of the physic volume of the sold 
production in correspondence with the profitability margin, etc.  
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All these are realized with the purpose of administration of a very 
high volume of dates on a long period of time, in order to obtain reports and 
situations. 
 The program allows the introduction and generates data for both the 
vegetal and animal production. 
 

 
Sectorul vegetal 

Proiectare productie 
 

Tehnologie cultura 
 

Realizare productie 
 

Buget cultura Indicatori tehnico-
economici 

 

Generare rapoarte 
 

Raport general 
 

Rapoarte comsumuri 
specifice 

Rapoarte complexe 
 

Fig. 1. The general scheme of the SIDE –ex. vegetal sector 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The estimation of production is made in several steps: 
 
STEP 1: choosing the structure of production and entering data regarding 
the surface used. 
  Next comes the generation of the crop charts for each type of crop in 
the structure mentioned above. In order to do this you need to select the crop 
with the cursor and click the CROP CHART button. 
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Fig. 2. Window for establish of production structure  

 
STEP 2: entering the specific data (chart 3) for the selected crop 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. The indow for data gathering  specific for selected mode 
 
STEP 3: generating the technologies, the budgets and the economical and 
technical indicators (MSExcel format)  
 
         In the CROP CHART window you click the generating the 
technologies, the budgets and the economical and technical indicators 
button which will generate in a MSExcel format the following reports: 
technology for 1ha; technology for n ha (n is the number of hectares for 
each crop); budget for 1 ha; budget for n ha; economical and technical 
indicators.  
 After entering the data and generating the reports (chart 4) the MSExcel 
files will be closed. Next you click the BACK button to go to the structure 
of production and eventually select another crop to estimate 
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.

 
Fig. 4 The window to generate the reports 

                     

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In the final, we must underline some conclusions, like: 
- The informatics system it's structured in two modules: estimation and 
realization, with the two profiles: crop and animal. 
- For the realization of estimation module, we used the crop technologies 
and incomes and expenses budgets, as base elements for administration and 
evidence for all the technical-economic elements meet in the farm activity.  
- The estimation module allow the projection of crop production for one 
year  
- In order to establish the way that the production was accomplished, there 
has been selected a series of expenses categories correlated with the 
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structure of the income-expenses budget and of the technologies, respecting 
also the bookkeeping typology. 
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